Pilgrim’s Progress

Week 6 Reading Guide

1. The Dinner “they sat down to meat”
“all the talk at the table was about _________________________________”
God “has made many pilgrims princes.” Bunyan lists as reference 1 Samuel 2:8.
Who is Bunyan quoting? ___________________
And God did this because:
“he would not dwell in the Mount of Zion ___________”

2. The Armory “they took him… into the armory”
furniture = necessary equipment (in this case, for a soldier)
Match the equipment with the items in Ephesians 6
1. Sword of the _______________
2. Shield of ____________
3. Helmet of ______________
4. Breastplate of ____________________
5. All-prayer
6. Shoes, the ______________________
engine = instrument or means of accomplishment (archaic)
Instruments such as Moses’ ________, Jael’s _______________________,
Gideon’s ____________________________________________________

3. The Delectable Mountains “we will (if the day be clear) show you”
delectable = pleasing, enjoyable, delightful
this wonderful place is “common” (shared by) all __________________

4. Another pilgrim “any pilgrim pass by?”
This pilgrim, who will play an important role in the story later, is
named ___________________. Note that this is the first true fellow
pilgrim that Christian will encounter.

5. The Valley of Humiliation “it is a hard matter for a man to go down”
“It was difficult going up… it is __________________ going down”
Here Pilgrim meets a “foul fiend” named ____________________. (Rev. 9:11)
He did not run because he had ____________________________________.
Before they fight, his opponent offers these important arguments:
“I perceive that thou art ____________________________________”
“Thou hast already been ___________________________________”
The combat lasted more than _________________________.
“When I fall, I shall ________________.” Micah 7:8
“It was the __________________________ that ever I saw.”

6. Another Valley “at the end of this valley was another”
The Valley of the __________________________________
Although Psalm 23:4 uses this term, Bunyan’s description comes from
Jeremiah 2:6, which you should read.
The two people who turn back from this valley are children of
______________________________________.
On the right side, a deep _________________.
On the left side, a dangerous _________________ (short for quagmire, or bog)
In the middle of the valley, I perceived the _____________________
He put up his sword, and took another weapon, called _________________.
Pilgrim concludes that God is with him, “though by reason of the impediment
(hindrance) that attends this place, I cannot ____________________.”

7. The Morning “by and by the day broke”
Still dangers ahead in the form of snares, traps, gins (a kind of trap),
and a cave formerly occupied by two giants ___________ and ____________.
Which giant does Bunyan describe as still alive but powerless? _____________

